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Doran renews supply agreement with GE for electrical connection components
Cincinnati, Ohio – Earlier this month, Doran Manufacturing, LLC and General
Electric established a renewal to the supply agreement for electrical connection
components that Doran produces for GE.
“We are very proud of our long history as supplier to General Electric and our
ability to work with each other to reduce redundancy and maximize the efficiency for
both companies” – said Jim Samocki, General Manager, “and this agreement is a solid
indicator that Doran continues the company’s legacy of providing quality components in
a timely manner and highlights our ability to compete in a global market.”
The components that Doran provides to General Electric were the result of a
collaborative engineering development project between the two companies that
occurred more than eight years ago. The unique component design and automated
assembly process enables Doran to produce consistent parts that satisfy GE’s stringent
quality standards in a cost effective manner.
Cincinnati based Doran Manufacturing has been providing electrical connection
devices, terminal boards and fuse boards since 1953. In addition, the company has
provided transportation safety products for school buses, commercial trucks and RVs
for more than thirty-five years, including: Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems, LED and
Incandescent Exterior Light Monitors, Sleeping Child Check monitors, Emergency Exit
Monitors and a full range of LED lighting products.
Additional information about Doran can be found by visiting the company’s
website at www.doranmfg.com or call toll-free (866) 816-SAFE (7233). You can also
contact them via e-mail at samocki_jim@doranmfg.com or write to Doran
Manufacturing, 2851 Massachusetts Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45225.
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